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**Abstract.** With respect to early medieval German law, the concept of ‘criminal law’ should be handled cautiously as the *Volksrechte* do not contain any principle to distinguish criminal law – or public law – from private law. At the same time, early medieval folk laws basically and clearly show the traces of ‘punitive’ lawmaking, to be more precise, compilation. Therefore, all efforts to systematise this field of law more or less interpret past phenomena in terms of our present approach to law as a system because all that we mean by criminal law needs to be discerned and systematised from various provisions lacking any principle and theoretical demand scattered in diverse codes.

Making this clear at the outset, this paper attempts to present the criminal law of early medieval Bavarian (folk) law, *Lex Baiuvariorum* as a system. First, it will try to create the chapter of ‘general provisions’ discerned from the passages of the code in accordance with the present system of criminal law; after that, it will develop the chapter of ‘special provisions’ setting out from specific states of facts systematised in terms of the protected legal object; finally, it will investigate the system of sanctions of *Lex Baiuvariorum*.
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I. ‘General Provisions’ of the Criminal Law

As to the purpose of criminal law provisions – and sometimes statutory provisions in general – *Lex Baiuvariorum* formulates at several points that they are to keep peace: to prevent *scandalum* and hostility among the people.³ The *Prologue* of the
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code clearly states as it were to reveal the lawmaker’s intention that these statutes were made to ensure that fear of the above should control human depravity, that innocence, i.e., abidance by the law, should enjoy security and that fear should prevent people not abiding by the law from engaging any conduct that injures others: *Factae sunt autem leges, ut eorum metu humana coherceretur audacia tutaque sit inter probos innocentia, et in ipsis inprobis formido supplicia et refrenetur nocendi facultas.*[7] All this is definitely in harmony with the locus in Tacitus’s *Germania,* which states that a part of the amount to paid as penalty was due to the injured party or his relatives, another part to the king or the community, which division is not alien from *Lex Baiuvariorum* – this expresses that unlawful conduct injures the entire community as well as the leader of the community and it is his responsibility to ensure the peace of the community.[7] Consequently, the code of laws defines general prevention and special prevention as the purpose of the sanction. It defines them not as an abstract principle, which cannot be required from the lawmaking technique of the period, but in relation to certain state of facts; specifically, as regards special prevention, upon increase in the punishment in case of habitual offenders violating the prohibition of work on Sunday.[8] Similarly, in certain loci of the code – just as in the canons of the Council of Aschheim[9] – the requirement of asserting *justitia* as a basic principle of dispensation of justice appears, which is applicable where appropriate to criminal law provisions too.[10]

The traces of the institution of private revenge as the earliest sign and form of legal awareness or restitution of violation of law can be found also in *Lex Baiuvariorum,* specifically in the lawful killing of adulterers caught in the act and thieves caught in the act.[11] Yet, to certify lawfulness of blood feud – as it is ordered also by the Council of Neuching[12] – after killing a thief caught in the act at night, the neighbours should be convened to investigate the signs and attest that no assassination has been committed. In other words, that taking action on one’s own authority has been strictly confined. The definition of breach of peace and peace breaker acting unlawfully on his own authority, i.e., *faidosus/feidosus,* can be found in a negative form in the code: when a person kills somebody on the orders of the king or the duke, then he will not be considered *feidosus,* and neither he, nor his children will suffer any disadvantage and will enjoy the
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duke’s protection. It can be deduced from the above that a feidosus will lose the protection of the ruler as well as law and order and will become an outlaw or to use the terminology of Roman law, sacer. Simultaneously, however, as by the time it was written down the Bavarian Volksrecht left the stage of blood feud and the talio principle, except for exceptionally serious offences, primarily crimes against the state and the ruler (treason), the conpositio system prevailed, which in certain respects ‘turned criminal law into private law’. By payment of the conpositio the matter was ‘automatically’ resolved: usually it was not brought before any body of administration of justice of the State but was settled through the pactio between the injured party and the perpetrator.

In spite of the fact that in early medieval Bavarian law one cannot find the crystal clear system of liabilities of Roman law which worked out the concepts of malice and negligence with respect to both private and criminal law in a form not surpassed ever since, it is possible to demonstrate distinction between malice/contemplation (dolus), negligence (culpa) and causing damage accidentally (casus) also in Lex Baiuvariorum. In this respect, it can be observed that the noun praesumptio, having the meaning recklessness and turpitude and the verb praesumpserit usually occurs in descriptions of states of facts where the perpetrator acted knowingly with intention to do wrong. In general, the code indicates intention to do wrong, undoubted contemplation by the terms invidia and inimicitia. The code does not clearly distinguish negligence (culpa) from causing damage accidentally (casus); in these cases the perpetrator shall pay the loss only.

In case of certain states of facts the code ordered to punish attempt and the intention to commit the act as well. However, it is not possible to arrive at a general rule on attempt, preparation, completed crimes and results even by taking specific cases into account. For example, after the lawful killing of the adulterer/adulteress caught in the act the code devotes a separate sentence to the case when somebody has only stepped into the bed but adultery has not been carried out. Similarly, the code orders to punish the person who has bought something or taken over something for safekeeping while being aware that it has been stolen. Ploting
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against the duke’s life will result in punishment, even if the plot has not been implemented. If the duke’s son attempts at throwing his father off the throne, although he is fully in possession of competencies necessary for ruling, the son’s punishment can be determined by the father. In case of making animals jump by violence or frightening, that is, endangering animals without actually causing damage, the perpetrator was obliged to compensate for the value of the animal.

Nor is it possible to discern any general rules on acts committed as joint offenders, instigation and abetment from the code of laws, however, certain provisions seem to imply different sanctioning of perpetrators and persons privy to the act. The leader of a plot against the duke was obliged to pay six hundred, the persons in unity of intent with him two hundred and abettors in lower status following them forty solidi; consequently, in these cases perpetrators and persons privy to the act were in theory judged differently. However, it is a question whether the persons ‘following them’ should be interpreted as persons privy to the act indeed or joint offenders, and whether the amount of conpositio to be paid by them is lower purely due to their lower social status. It is worth adding, that in case of acts committed on one’s own authority called herimita, i.e., carried out together with forty-two or more people or acts of similar kind called heimzuht, performed with a lower number of people the code orders to punish only the originator of the crime, to be more precise, he shall pay the conpositio whereas the rest of the people taking part in the act shall not. Two passages of the code can be connected with instigation: the owner of a slave who sells a free man on the orders or with the agreement of his master will be judged identically as the slave committing the act, and if a slave commits theft on the orders or with the agreement of his master, the slave shall be flogged two hundred times and his master shall pay conpositio as a thief, that is, nine times the value of the thing stolen.

It should be mentioned among the rules of the quasi-general provisions of Lex Baiuvariorum that its system of sanctions was developed in accordance with the status of the injured party – depending on whether he was a noble, a free man, a liberated slave or a slave. This will be elaborated in details in the part of this paper on sanctions, however, in summary this system can be described as follows: an injured party of noble standing was entitled to twofold, a freedman to half and a slave – to be more precise, his owner – to a third conpositio. In case of
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perpetrators in a free man’s or slave’s status the code sets different sanctions again; accordingly, corporeal punishment usually applied to slaves could be used against free perpetrators as punishment only for breach of military discipline and recurrent or habitual violation of the prohibition of work on Sunday. Also, the amount of conpositio was influenced by the gender of the injured party since the amount to be paid in case of female injured parties was twofold of the amount payable in case of male injured parties; for example, a woman in free status who did not want to take up arms to defend herself as a man was given twofold conpositio, and in case somebody got another person’s slave to run away, he had to pay twelve solidi but if it was a maidservant he had to pay twenty-four soli. Furthermore, the amount of conpositio was modified by the place where the act was committed, e.g., in case of theft committed at places of primary importance, in churches, the duke’s court, mills, threefold of the usual redemption that is, twenty-sevenfold of the stolen value (triuniungeld) had to be paid. Crimes committed in secret, by stealth or crimes committed at night – a term sometimes used as a synonym for this form of commission – were judged more seriously; in other words, they were not only considered as circumstances subject to judge’s discretion but were regulated in the code as aggravated cases. As it has been noted above, the code ordered to punish violation of prohibition of work on Sunday committed as a habitual offence more seriously; yet, no reference can be found in Lex Baiuvariorum whether habitual offence was so judged in case of each crime, and if it was, what sanction it involved.

II. ‘Special Provisions’ of the Criminal Law

The states of facts under the ‘special provisions’ of Lex Baiuvariorum can be divided in terms of protected legal objects into the following groups: crimes against life, causing danger of life, bodily injury, other acts of violence, ruining things, numerous mixed acts of violence and acts causing damage, religious crimes and treason/sease-majesty.

The terminology of crimes against life is relatively diverse; accordingly, in the description of the states of facts one can meet the verbs occidere, interficere, vitam...
aufferre\textsuperscript{43} and the nominals mors and mortiferum.\textsuperscript{44} The term homicidium denotes simple manslaughter, the case when someone is killed in open clash or fight\textsuperscript{45} and the term homicida refers to the perpetrator who hits a pregnant woman so that she aborts.\textsuperscript{46} The phrase murdrida – just as in Alemannian law\textsuperscript{47} – denotes the conduct engaged by a person who kills somebody in secret by stealth and throws the corpse in the river or hides it.\textsuperscript{48} With regard to killing a pregnant woman the code stipulates that if the foetus did not live, then the perpetrator had to pay twenty solidi conpositio in addition to the redemption of the woman, but if the foetus lived already, then the perpetrator had to pay the conpositio of homicide on the foetus too.\textsuperscript{49} This provision was borrowed from the Alemannian law, which, however, determined the child’s death in eight or nine days from birth.\textsuperscript{50} Similarly, the prohibition of making or administering drinks causing abortion comes\textsuperscript{51} from Alemannian law.\textsuperscript{52}

The code defines causing danger of life by the phrase in unwan/in unuuan, and translates it by the Latin phrase desperatio vitae. This state of facts includes thrusting a person from the riverbank or a bridge into water,\textsuperscript{53} pushing someone into fire,\textsuperscript{54} wounding someone by a poisonous arrow,\textsuperscript{55} administering poisonous drink that does not cause the death of the injured party,\textsuperscript{56} causing fire hazard.\textsuperscript{57} Likewise, the category of causing danger of life includes stopping a person from fleeing from his enemies by violence to enable his enemies to catch up with and kill him. But the code provides this state of facts with an independent name: wanctodal.\textsuperscript{58} Quitzmann includes wanchlugi in the scope of the same state of facts;\textsuperscript{59} this is an act of a person who runs away with a free woman and discharges her on the way.\textsuperscript{60}

With respect to bodily injury, Lex Baiuvariorum distinguishes acts in terms of the character of the injury (for example: fracture of bone, bleeding wound, paralysis, etc.), the intention and motivation to cause injury. The bodily injury denoted by
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the phrase *pulislac* means hitting or wounding someone out of sudden passion which does not cause fracture of bone or bleeding but results in a swelling (cf. *Beulenschlag*). The same phrase and state of facts can be found in *Lex Alamannorum*, *Edictus Rothari* and *Lex Ribuariorum* as well. *Palcprust* as a kind of bodily injury means fracture of bone that is not open and has developed without injury to the skin— as it is clear from *Lex Alamannorum* already. Therefore, it can be presumed that both Bavarians and Alemannians defined a state of facts covering bodily injury that causes damage to the skin since this state of facts is mentioned *expressis verbis* in *Lex Visigothorum*. The phrase ‘*cute rupta*’ used in *Lex Visigothorum* can be taken as the equivalent of the phrase ‘*cutem fregit*’ of *Lex Baiuvariorum* and the phrase ‘*pellem ruit*’ of *Lex Alamannorum*, more specifically of the negation of the state of facts in the latter two codes. Plotruns as a form of bodily injury means bleeding wound; flow of blood however, the wound does not result in paralysis. The injury caused was categorised in terms of whether its healing/cure required any medical intervention. That is how *adarcrati* as a form of bodily injury was determined: injury to the artery where bleeding can be stopped only by burning. The word *adarcrati* literally means *venae percussio*, that is, wounding the artery. They took into account whether the bone became visible due to injury to the head. The phrase *kepolsenci* means injury where the skull bone becomes visible. Likewise, it influenced judgment of the act whether the arm was stabbed under or above the elbow, just as among the Alemannians – as a matter of fact, the latter case resulted in twofold *conpositio* since it significantly influenced the capacity to fight and work of the injured party. Similarly, twofold
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redemption had to be paid by a person who knocked out another person’s marchzand compared to any other tooth — in Lex Baiuvariorum marchzand means molar,\textsuperscript{77} just as in Lex Alamannorum.\textsuperscript{78} The code devotes a separate passage to regulating the case where a person knocks out a bone from the skull or the humerus above the elbow,\textsuperscript{79} however, contrary to the Alamannian statute, the Bavarian code does not mention the method used to determine the seriousness of the injury — the piece of bone had to be thrown from a distance of the width of the road against a shield and the thud heard would govern.\textsuperscript{80} Bodily injury causing lasting injuries was, as a matter of fact, sanctioned by a higher conpositio in the code, even if it did not influence the capacity to work and fight and ‘only’ spoiled the appearance of the injured party. For example, lidiscart was considered such a state of facts, which meant cutting off the ears as mutilation distorting outward appearance\textsuperscript{81} — Lex Alamannorum uses the phrase orscardi with regard to cutting off one of the ears.\textsuperscript{82} Bodily injury causing injury to internal parts is denoted by the phrase hrevawuni(i) in the code.\textsuperscript{83} This phrase can be related to the loci of Pactus Alamannorum where the word revo is used in the text, beside latus, that is, side, in the meaning of internal part in the sense of injury to internal organs (placatus in revo),\textsuperscript{84} which cannot mean mortal injury as the amount to be paid for it should be much higher. If bodily injury caused paralysis, then the conpositio amounted to half of the redemption to be paid for mutilation of the given part of the body.\textsuperscript{85} The following two exceptions to bodily injury causing lasting damage or disability are interesting provisions. Causing lasting wound to the lower lip and lower eyelid resulting in — to use the words of the code — the injured party being unable to retain saliva or tears brought about twofold redemption compared to causing wound to the upper lip or upper eyelid; there are good chances that this twofold conpositio was meant to recompense for ‘aesthetic shortcomings’.\textsuperscript{86} The code calls the form of lameness caused by bodily injury when the relevant person’s foot touches dew, i.e. he drags his foot, taudregil.\textsuperscript{87} This phrase in the same sense and with the same explanation can be found in Lex Alamannorum too,\textsuperscript{88} (It should be noted that the
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German technical terms of *Lex Baiuvariorum* at certain points are not in want of linguistic humour either: consider, for example, the folk language phrases for the valueless ‘grass destroyer’ horse, *angargnaga,* or the lame man ‘walking on dew’, *taudregil.* It can be explained definitely by military reasons that the code sees one-third higher *compositio* on a finger paralysed by wounding than on a finger cut off, most probably because a paralysed finger (which cannot be bended) represented greater impediment in handling arms than lack of a finger.

The code sanctions acts of violence in several passages. Attacks, acts of violence not causing bodily injury are summed up by the phrase *infanct* in the code. As technical term – just as in the Alemannian statute* – *infanct* can be taken as the equivalent of the state of facts *manus incere in aliquem, i.e., raising one’s hand against somebody, attacking somebody.* The phrase *hraopant,* just as in *Pactus Alamannorum,* as a state of facts denotes the act of taking captive by violence but without binding, and as a compound it means *binding roughly, by violence (rohes Binden).* Similarly, the following acts constitute independent states of facts implementing infringement of the freedom of a free man: binding by a rope,* throwing off a horse* – also defined in Alemannian law* – and shutting up the injured party by violence in his own house.* Acts of violence include acts against women’s chastity and honour, specifically, lecherous touching of a free maiden or woman, i.e., *horcrift,* lifting a woman’s dress over the knee with immoral intention, i.e., *himilzoringa* (this state of facts is defined also by the Alemannian statute – without referring to the German legal technical term*) and *walfvurf,* tearing off the kerchief* – this state of facts can be related to the state of facts of the Alemannian code that sanctions the act of stopping a woman
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with hostile intention and tearing off her kerchief.\(^{106}\) (It should be added that the code does not order to punish a woman who voluntarily yields to seduction, only the ‘*seducer*’ contacting her was obliged to pay *conpositio*.\(^{107}\) Concerning sex morals, the only provisions that definitely appear in the code primarily apply to prohibition of incestuous marriage\(^{108}\) as well as to the obligatory nature of the redemption to be paid in case of adultery committed with a married free woman and liberated woman or maidservant, or to the husband’s right to kill the adulteress caught in the act. with impunity.\(^{109}\) The provisions of the code sanctioning abduction of virgins, widows\(^{110}\) and another person’s fiancée\(^{111}\) can also be ranked among acts of violence infringing sex morals.

**Lex Baiuvariorum** distinguishes numerous crimes against property. Robbery, i.e., misappropriation of another person’s property by violence is defined by the verbs *rapere, furari, despoliare, afferre* in the code, and as the *lex* does not contain any clear, specific technical term with regard to this crime, in all of the cases where the code does not refer to the fact that misappropriation was carried out by stealth, in secret or at night, the relevant act must have been robbery.\(^{112}\) Similarly, it was considered robbery when a person intruded into a house on fire – pretending to bring help – and took something from there.\(^{113}\) The German technical term for robbery used by the code is the compound *waluumpa*, i.e., the phrase denoting robbing the clothes of a killed man – that is, as a literal equivalent\(^{114}\) of *vestitus occisorum*.\(^{115}\) In **Lex Baiuvariorum** a peculiar state of facts is constituted by kidnapping and selling a free man, which brought about restitution of the free status of the injured party and payment of forty *solidi conpositio*, and if it was not possible to restore the *status*, it resulted in the perpetrator becoming a slave.\(^{116}\) Likewise, persuading another person’s slave to run away or assisting in the act can be ranked among crimes against property since it represented wilful impainment of the owner’s assets.\(^{117}\) It is a material element of the state of facts of theft that the act is committed by stealth, however, the code stresses this in
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several passages by using the phrases *occulte* or *nocte.*\textsuperscript{118} The code underlines the fact of committing the act at night as *differentia specifica*\textsuperscript{119} with regard to hiding stolen things too. As a matter of fact, the *compositio* was influenced by the value of the stolen thing; however, the code defines ‘higher value’ – most probably as a result of inconsistent *redactio* – in ten *solidi* in one locus\textsuperscript{120} and twelve *solidi* in another locus.\textsuperscript{121} Instead of the usual ninefold *compositio* of theft (*niungeldo*),\textsuperscript{112} the redemption for theft committed at places of primary importance, in churches, the duke’s court mills and forges amounted to twenty-sevenfold of the value of the stolen thing (*triuniungeldo*).\textsuperscript{113} In case of thieves caught in the act, as a matter of fact, there was no need for special demonstration of evidence, and the thief could be killed with impunity.\textsuperscript{114} In case of theft, house search was allowed, however, if the person carrying out the house search found nothing or the house search was carried out in the absence of the owner of the house, then six and three *solidi compositio* placed on the threshold had to be paid respectively.\textsuperscript{125} Accordingly, if the owner of the house refused or prevented house search, he was obliged to pay forty *solidi*.\textsuperscript{126} Receivers of stolen goods were judged identically as thieves; so they also had to pay *niungeldo.*\textsuperscript{127} Among crimes against property the code devotes several passages to ruining a house and certain components of the house,\textsuperscript{128} destroying the fence\textsuperscript{129} and ploughing up another person’s land and stealing his produce.\textsuperscript{130} At several points the code refers to stealing wood that can be used as building material,\textsuperscript{131} cutting down fruit-trees,\textsuperscript{132} moving border marks and thereby impairing the territory of an estate\textsuperscript{133} and killing animals (for example, domestic animals, hunting dogs and birds used for hunting as well as songbirds).\textsuperscript{134}

With respect to form of commission and the protected legal object, a kind of ‘mixed group of crimes’ is composed by arson, poisoning wells/contaminating wells, breach of domicile, blocking public roads and false accusation.\textsuperscript{135} Regarding
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arson it can be clearly established that *Lex Baiuvariorum* does not include this crime in the scope of causing public danger but interprets it as *delictum* against private property only since, for example, it sanctions setting agricultural buildings on fire by three *solidi* redemption.\(^{136}\) If people stayed inside a residential property set on fire, then *conpositio* had to be paid in accordance with their *status* in case of their death or in case they were compelled to escape from danger undressed (as arson was considered an act of *inunwan*, i.e., *in desperationem vitae*)\(^{137}\) – twofold amount for women. As a matter of fact, destroyed furnishings had to be paid for and collapsed roof had to be redeemed by forty *solidi*\(^{138}\) if arson committed wilfully or by stealth (at night) affected the property of the Church, the procedure was as follows: if the perpetrator was a slave, he was punished to lose his eyes and hands, and his owner was obliged to pay for the burnt property; if the perpetrator was a free man, he had to pay the *conpositio* of the persons who were wounded or died in accordance with the above; furthermore, he had to pay forty *solidi* for the act itself and twenty-four *solidi* for the building falling in.\(^{139}\)

The code sanctioned breach of domicile, that is, forcible entry to another person’s house or courtyard by payment of three or six *solidi* redemption respectively.\(^{140}\)

With regard to blocking public roads unlawfully, it is necessary to refer to the sign set up at given points for strategic purposes called *wiffa*, usually a handful of straw tied to a stick, placed to block a road or protect or enlarge an area of pasture. Removing or transferring this sign brought about one *solidus conpositio*\(^{141}\) due to the character of the road, depending on whether it was a duke’s road or a road used by neighbours for going over or driving animals or simply a path. The *conpositio* amounted to twelve, six or three *solidi* respectively.\(^{142}\) In case of contaminating or poisoning wells, on the one hand, the perpetrator was obliged to restore the original condition of the well and, on the other hand, the *lex* distinguished wells used by private persons only from wells used by the entire community.\(^{143}\) In case of false accusation – just as among the Alamanni\(^{144}\) – the accuser suffered the same punishment that was imposed on the crime the accuser falsely charged another person with.\(^{145}\) If the charge was a capital offence, the accuser had to prove his truth by tournament of doom in case he had no witnesses, so that nobody could cause the ruin of another person out of sheer
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hostility or hatred – as the code emphatically states. A person falsely accused or intending to protect himself against false testimony could clear himself by tournament of doom as well. It is worth adding that the person who accused a slave falsely and the slave died while being tortured had to give two slaves to the owner, or became a slave himself if he could not accomplish that.

The scope of crimes offending the order of religion includes failure to sanctify Sunday, incest, desecration of graves or dead persons and magic. The code – in harmony with several Council regulations and ecclesiastical rules clearly forbids performance of a渗’s works, for example, ploughing, harvesting, haymaking and carriage-driving. The person who commits the act again in spite of punishment shall be flogged fifty times, in case of habitual offence half of his property shall be confiscated and in case of continued unwillingness to engage law abiding conduct he shall be deprived of his freedom. Similarly, the code forbids travelling on Sunday. The impact of Christianity is shown again – as indicated by the regulations of the Penitentials by prohibition of incestuous marriage, which is highly emphasised in family law (within private law). The Bavarian code of laws devotes a separate titulus to issues related to the dead and graves. Murdrīda as state of facts denotes the crime when somebody commits homicide by stealth and throws the corpse into the river or hides it so that it could not be found and the dead person could not be provided with proper burial. A person who wounds a corpse by an arrow to drive away birds settling on it shall pay twelve solidi. Also, the burial of the dead person is served by the rule stating that an alien burier shall receive reward. The lex unambiguously takes a stand against pagan burial.
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rituals as well.\textsuperscript{156} As penalty of robbing a grave – if the deceased was a man in free \textit{status} – the code stipulates payment of forty \textit{solidi}, and with respect to the valuables taken from there, it prescribes the \textit{conpositio} imposed on theft.\textsuperscript{157} \textit{Lex Baiuvariorum} contains two stipulations that sanction taking the boat of another person.\textsuperscript{160} It cannot be ruled out that this provision has to do with the ancient pagan burial form where the dead person and his valuables were put on a boat and were set afloat. Furthermore, the order of religion was offended by magic art and exercise of pagan burial rituals, which continued to exist in Bavaria as implied by Council regulations.\textsuperscript{165} \textit{Lex Baiuvariorum} mentions \textit{expressis verbis} the state of facts of \textit{maleficæ artes} in relation to practising magic on another person’s burial.\textsuperscript{166} It arises as a question whether the state of facts of \textit{suezcholi} or \textit{swiezcholi},\textsuperscript{161} i.e., when somebody frightens another person’s animals so that they sweat blood,\textsuperscript{162} refer to some kind of pagan or magical crime – as it is made probable by Quitzmann\textsuperscript{163} – more specifically, whether this state of facts is connected with the belief that witches ride animals at night, but a fully reassuring answer can be hardly given to this question. Two regulations of the Council of Neuching refers to two further forms and sanctioning of magical intervention: taking stolen things across the border in stealth,\textsuperscript{164} and reducing the champion’s force by magic art in tournament of doom.\textsuperscript{165}

The most important crime against the state (\textit{tressaen}) is calling the enemy into the country, where punishment depended on the duke’s deliberation and – just as in the Alemannian code\textsuperscript{168} – could involve death penalty.\textsuperscript{167} The code orders to punish the act of stirring up discord in the army (\textit{scandalum}) – in harmony with the Alemannian \textit{lex} – in such form that it places imposition of the sanction in the duke’s hands, which could be capital punishment or exile, as the case may be.\textsuperscript{169} Similarly, crimes
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against the State included plotting against the duke's life, which – at the duke's discretion – brought about death penalty and confiscation of one's total property. It is considered a crime against the State, which can be committed by the duke's sons only – either from their own resolution or on other persons' advice as noted in the Alemannian statute too – when an attempt is made at throwing their father off the throne although he is still capable of ruling; in this case, in addition to optionally being exiled by their father, they lost their right of succession to the throne. In case of carmulum, i.e., instigating revolt against the duke – which state of facts is also defined by the Alemannian code but typically without the Bavarian technical term – the code clearly differentiates the punishment imposed on the leader of the revolt from the punishment of his followers and persons in lower status participating in the event. In the light of all that, it is absolutely clear that killing the duke brought about death penalty and confiscation of one's total property.

III. System of Punishment of Lex Baiuvariorum

The provisions of *Lex Baiuvariorum* on sanctions are in harmony with the description of Tacitus's *Germania*, which states that the punishments of specific crimes – both in their extent and character – are somehow connected with and reflect the acts committed. As an example, Tacitus notes that traitors and deserters were hanged, while cowards, people unfit for fighting and fornicators were drowned in a swamp; in case of crimes of lower weight, however, private revenge could be redeemed by handing over a determined number of horses or other animals, for even in case of homicide the option to discharge this kind of *compositio* was offered, a part of which was given to the king or the State, another part to the family of the injured party in order to ward off private fight disintegrating the community. Apart from
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three capital offences, the Bavarian lex prescribed payment of conpositio or, in the event that the perpetrator's property seemed to be insufficient for discharging this penalty, threatened with debt slavery;\textsuperscript{179} in other words, it completely superseded the application of the talio principle. Conpositio as technical term conveyed the meaning of reparation, restitution, settlement, that is, it appeared as a penalty functioning as compensation for damage, which – as noted by Grimm – could provide a solution more favourable for both the perpetrator and the injured party: the perpetrator could evade danger threatening his life and honour by handing over his property or a part of it, and the injured party could count on pecuniary growth to recompense him for the injury that could be taken for granted, instead of private revenge uncertain both in its occurrence and outcome.

The code does not contain too many statements of principle as to the purpose of the criminal law sanction being fundamentally to keep peace of the province; yet, the reference to indicate this aim of the lawmaker was most probably borrowed from the Alemannian statute.\textsuperscript{180} In terms of keeping peace as a legal objective, the lex clearly underlines the importance of the so-called Heerfrieden, because anybody who robbed and looted during campaigns or stole things from military equipment was punished not by the usual sanction generally applied in ‘civil criminal law’ but by one which could represent conpositio of a higher amount (ranging from two hundred to forty solidi) and, in certain cases, death penalty as well.\textsuperscript{181} To keep the so-called Heimfrieden, i.e., inviolability of private persons’ dwelling, the code contains several provisions that guarantee the security of the house/yard/garden and sanction violation of security.\textsuperscript{182} Similarly, forcible entry to an abode without the permit of the owner of the property and armed attack against residential property are judged as aggravated crime.\textsuperscript{183} Furthermore, the code determined four places which, having become the scene of committing crime, brought about threefold of the usual sanction (e.g., in case of theft, twenty-sevenfold instead of ninefold conpositio) – such scenes were churches, the king’s/duke’s court, (armour)smiths’ forges and mills, which were considered places of primary importance in terms of economic and military affairs.\textsuperscript{184} It needs to be added, however, that there are several contradictions between statutory provisions on keeping the peace and property of the Church; e.g., whereas one locus stipulated payment of twofold redemption,\textsuperscript{185} another one prescribed single
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or ninefold redemption for harming the property of the Church;\textsuperscript{186} likewise, while one locus imposed twenty-sevenfold redemption on theft from churches every time, the other one restricted the scope of this stipulation to misappropriation of liturgical accessories only.\textsuperscript{187}

The right of church asylum (asylum): the opportunity for perpetrators of crimes to find shelter and protection in church or at other sacred places, as a matter of fact, did not mean that the person concerned could completely avoid the punitive power of the State. By entering the church he could escape from the direct consequences of possible blood feud only, however, thereby he surrendered to the punitive power of the Church.\textsuperscript{188} To keep peace of the duke’s court, a regulation set forth that a person who stirred up discord or private fight in it was more severely punished than in case of committing these acts at other places, and the conpositio for theft committed in the duke’s court amounted to threefold of the usual redemption, and the person who concealed any assets found there was automatically considered a thief.\textsuperscript{189} It can be deduced from the option to redeem the above listed crimes ranked into the category of breach of peace by conpositio that early medieval German laws – including Bavarian folk law – were inclined to re-rank them from the category of public crimes to the category of private crimes even in case of offences more seriously threatening the order of society.\textsuperscript{190} This process can be identified most clearly, perhaps, in the highly disputed loci of Lex Salica: whereas one locus classified a person who committed robbing of a grave or desecration of a grave wargus, i.e., an outlaw,\textsuperscript{191} the other locus regulating the same state of facts imposed ‘merely’ payment of two hundred solidi.\textsuperscript{192}

In the code, peace money is most often called fretum, publicum, dominicum, fiscus or simply penalty to be paid to the duke, by which the perpetrator as it were redeems or purchases (redimere) the peace violated by him by committing the crime and – as the case may be – his life or body by which he would suffer punishment in theory in accordance with the talio principle.\textsuperscript{193} The rate of peace money depended on the seriousness of the act committed – or, in more general terms, the seriousness of breach of peace implemented by the crime: the two fundamental amounts used in Lex Baiuvariorum (although the code, of course, does not apply these penalty amounts absolutely consistently) are twelve and forty solidi, and, accordingly, most of the conpositio amounts are produced as
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the multiple of these numbers. As a matter of fact, both in the Alemannian and Bavarian code one can find peace money amounts different from the above: e.g., sixty solidi as a higher and fifteen solidi as a lower peace money amount. The usual technical terms for payment of peace money are as follows: duci pro freto, pro freto in publico, ad partem fisci pro fredo. Higher peace money – usually forty solidi in accordance with the Bavarian code and sixty solidi in the Alemannian statute – had to be paid, among others, in case of uprising against the duke, robbery committed in the army, breach of peace committed in the duke’s court or the venue of administration of justice, arson, homicide, kidnapping a free man, abduction of women, receiving stolen goods, certain cases of breach of domicile, heriraita and breach of ecclesiastical peace. In case of the above listed crimes, payment of higher peace money was stipulated by the Bavarian lex as well – as it has been noted – by other German statutes, however, in several cases when the rest of German laws require the perpetrator to pay peace money in lower amount only, the Bavarian code stipulates the higher amount. This category includes the act of refusing house search in case of suspicion of theft; holding things in pledge unlawfully, refusing mandatory appearance before the law and contempt of the duke’s seal as a habitual offender as well as bribing the judge proceeding in a case. Accordingly, the sanction of payment of lower peace money (amounting to twelve solidi) in Lex Baiuvariorum is restricted to a narrower scope of acts: e.g., abetment in theft, concealing things found in the duke’s court and contempt of the duke’s seal not as a habitual offender. In exceptional cases, extraordinary peace money, which cannot be adjusted to the above-mentioned calculation system, was imposed; e.g., in case of killing the bishop; payment of gold equal to the weight of the victim’s statue cast in lead; however, the code does not define it unambiguously whether it was due to the king or the people or the Church or the relatives of the bishop killed.
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In a narrower sense, conpositio is nothing else than Wergeld due to the injured party or his relatives, which, as a matter of fact, includes acknowledgement of the commission of the crime – while the original function of peace money was to redeem breach of peace of the community and the blood feud of the clan of the injured party, the purpose of conpositio was to redress legal injury suffered by an individual, the injured party, and redeem the blood feud of the narrower family. In harmony with the above outlined process of re-ranking specific states of facts from the category of public crimes into the scope of private crimes it can be established that among the punishments of Lex Baiuvariorum conpositio (i.e., werageldo) appears with greater weight than peace money (fremum) and the function of the latter is mostly restricted to aggravated acts and acts more seriously violating public order and social integration. Quite often, it is possible to meet the solution where conpositio and peace money appear side by side, as sanctions incurred simultaneously for the same crime. An example for that is the sanction of cutting down fruit-trees of another person: twenty solidi were due to the treasury and twenty to the owner. Furthermore, the perpetrator was obliged to plant new trees to replace those cut down and pay one solidus redemption per annum for each tree cut down until the new trees became productive.

The amounts of Wergeld also changed in accordance with differentiation of social status. For it can be made probable from the provision of the code which determines Wergeld of a free man in twice eighty solidi that originally the amount of this Wergeld was no more than eighty solidi since otherwise it would have been senseless for the code to use twofold multiplier for a given amount. On the other hand, Quitzmann presumes that the eighty solidi are already the product of doubling since originally merely two statuses were taken into account among the Germans: of free men and of slaves. Accordingly, originally the amount of conpositio to be paid to the owner on killing a slave might have been twenty solidi. As a result of the process that freedmen appeared beside free men and slaves as a social class, the code was compelled to raise the Wergeld of free men to eighty solidi in order to express the difference between persons belonging to these three social statuses. In view of the fact that the code defined the Wergeld of freedmen in forty solidi, there are good chances that rising of the Wergeld of free men to one hundred and sixty solidi can be attributed to the fact that as a status higher than that of common freedmen but lower than that of free men the category of persons manumitted by the king or the Church appeared.
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whose Wergeld was determined now in eighty solidi.\textsuperscript{211} However, the aforesaid one hundred and sixty solidi were again multiplied in case of groups of certain people; consequently, twofold Wergeld was due to monks and servants of the Church up to subdeacons, members of the five great noble clans and women.\textsuperscript{212} Wergeld of priests was defined in threefold of that of free men,\textsuperscript{213} members of the duke’s family were entitled to fourfold, the duke himself to sixfold Wergeld.\textsuperscript{214} Compensation of loss that can be measured in terms of property can be ranked into the category of penalty functioning as compensation for damage as well.\textsuperscript{215} Single amount of the loss caused had to be reimbursed, for example, in case of arson, theft committed in the army, assisting a thief by covering the act, damage caused to animals and fruit-trees.\textsuperscript{216} Twofold compensation was stipulated in case of harming the property of the Church, passing unlawful judgment in bad faith, unlawful sale of another person’s property and plundering killed persons.\textsuperscript{217} In case of robbery fourfold,\textsuperscript{218} in case of theft ninefold\textsuperscript{219} and in case of theft committed at the above listed places provided with special protection twenty-sevenfold compensation obligation was imposed on the perpetrator.\textsuperscript{220}

Actual punishments, which are not penalties functioning as compensation for damage, appear in Lex Baiuvariorum consistently in case of more serious crimes that cannot be redeemed by pecuniary compensation, composition. In the code, punishment is usually called poena\textsuperscript{221} or disciplina,\textsuperscript{222} and with regard to the purpose of punishment at a particular locus the code formulates – although it lacks any kind of legal principle of either private or criminal law or abstraction – that the function of punishment is special prevention, in other words, to hinder the perpetrator from committing further crimes.\textsuperscript{223} In several cases, the code emphatically leaves it to the duke’s or the ruler’s discretion to impose the punishment or set the rate of sanction.\textsuperscript{224} The major types of punishment
in the Bavarian code are capital punishment, maiming of the body or corporeal punishment, penalties implying reduction of honour, depriving somebody of his freedom, exile and confiscation of property.

Regarding capital punishment, the code only determines the scope of crimes where this sanction was to be or could be imposed, however, contains no reference to the form of execution.225 The *lex* ordered to punish high treason, uprising and desertion (*harisliz*) by death penalty.226 It should be underlined that in case of several offences the slave perpetrator was punished by death penalty, while a perpetrator in free *status* could redeem himself from this punishment by the amount of *compositio* determined in the code.227 It is worth pointing at the inconsistency in regulating the sanction of killing the duke: while one locus (presumably the older one) determines nine hundred *solidi Wergeld* in case of killing the duke,228 the other passage (most probably inserted in the text as a result of a later editor’s activity) orders to punish killing of the duke by death.229 The same duality can be noticed in the Alemannian statute as well. While one passage judges the duke identically as the bishop with respect to *Wergeld*,230 the later revision attributed to King Chlothar threatens with death penalty in case of killing the duke.231 With regard to the form of execution of capital punishment, Quitzmann lists the following forms: hanging,232 beheading,233 burying alive, burning at the stake – imposed on the perpetrator in case of knowingly causing fire hazard in adherence to the *talio* principle – and breaking on the wheel.234

The code defines two major types of corporeal punishment: maiming of the body and flogging of the perpetrator. As a general rule, corporeal punishment was applied against slaves, however, in exceptional cases this sanction could be imposed on persons in free *status*. In several cases, regarding imposition of corporeal punishment it was left to the judge’s discretion whether he applied it or not, and if he did, to what extent.235 Maiming of the body and blinding was applied against slaves primarily in case of arson and kidnapping/abduction.236

225 Lex Baiuvariorum 2, 1, 2, 4, 5, 9, 9.
226 Lex Baiuvariorum 2, 1, 2, 4.
227 Lex Baiuvariorum 2, 5; 6, 2, 9.
228 Lex Baiuvariorum 3, 2.
229 Lex Baiuvariorum 2, 2.
230 Lex Alamannorum 11, 2.
231 Lex Alamannorum 24.
232 Cf. Vita Corbiniani 7, Annales Fuldenses (Ed. F. Kurze; MGH Scriptores rerum Germanicarum in usum scholarum, 7, Hannover 1891.) a. 899. …femina nomine Rudpurc quae eiusmod sceleris auctrix deprehensa certa examinatione inveniabatur Ebilinga in patibulo suspensa interiit…
233 Annales Fuldenses a. 893. …Willihelmus, filius patruelis ejus, missos suos ad Zuentibaldum ducem dirigens reum maiestatis habebat capite detruncatus est.; a. 899. …quorum unus vocabatur Grazen qui reus maiestatis convictus et ideo Otinga docollatus est…
234 Quitzmann 1866: 292 ff
235 Lex Baiuvariorum 2, 4.
236 Lex Baiuvariorum 1, 6; 9, 5.
Against free men and persons of high rank this punishment was applied primarily in politically relevant cases, e.g., in judgments passed on plotting. No reference to cutting off the nose and ears as mutilation punishment can be found in the code. Cutting off hands was applied either independently or together with other mutilation penalties; e.g., against slaves in case of kidnapping/abduction or theft committed in the duke’s court. The code orders to impose corporeal punishment on free men in case of two states of facts: failure to sanctify Sunday and breach of military discipline. It should be noted that contrary to slaves they were not flogged but beaten by a stick.

As penalty implying reduction of honour, primarily ruining the house of the convicted person, e.g., demolishing the roof, the main beam or certain columns, was applied. This punishment most probably dates from the remotest ages since it is not by chance that the code contains regulation of and compensation for loss caused to the house in the minutest details.

Deprivation of freedom – as it is clear, among others, from Tassilo III’s dethronement trial – was often replaced by confinement in a monastery, especially in judgments passed in trials of political nature. Also, it was considered deprivation of freedom when the sanction appeared in the form of debt slavery in case of perpetrators unable or unwilling to pay the compositio arising from more serious crime. It can be interpreted as manifestation of the family head’s power that in these cases the perpetrator could submit himself as well as his wife and sons to slavery. Deprivation of freedom, i.e., becoming a slave was brought about by failure to sanctify Sunday as habitual offender. incestuous relation between free persons – which was punished only by confiscation of property in case of persons in high rank – abortion, kidnapping/abduction and in case of false accusation of another person’s slave when the slave died from torture. The Council of Neuching set forth that all persons liberated by the Church and their descendants should enjoy free status without violation until they commit a crime that cannot be redeemed by compositio, in which case they became slaves of the injured party or the Church.

237 Annales Fuldenses a. 792. ...auctoribus partim morte partim et caecitate damnavis... 870. ...morte damnavit luminibus tantum oculorum privati praecipit... 893. Engilscalcus ... audacter contra primores Bavoar i in rebus sibi submissis agens iudicium eorum Radispona urbe obcaecatus est.
239 Quitzmann 1866. 299.
240 Lex Baiuvariorum 2. 6–11. 12.
241 Lex Baiuvariorum 1. 14. 2. 4.
243 Annales Fuldenses a. 895. Hildigardis filia Hludowici Francorum regis contra fidelitatem regis agere accusata inde publicis honoribus deposita in Bavoaria quaedam insulae palude Chiemise nominata inclusa est.
244 Lex Baiuvariorum 1. 10.
245 Lex Baiuvariorum 1. 14. 7. 3. 8. 18. 9. 4. 20.
Exile as punishment was applied quite often in political cases; for example, after Tasilo III’s dethronement a part of his adherents were exiled or forced dwelling was assigned to them by Charlemagne.\textsuperscript{247} According to \textit{Lex Baiuvariorum} imposition of exile, in case of certain states of facts, was left to the duke’s discretion: he could use this option in case of his son making an attempt at throwing him off the throne\textsuperscript{248} or a nun abductor who was unable or unwilling to pay the \textit{compositio}.\textsuperscript{249}

Confiscation of property as punishment could stand alone or could be imposed as main punishment. Accordingly, e.g., in case of treason the property of the person sentenced to death was confiscated as second punishment.\textsuperscript{250} Sometimes, confiscation of property affected not only the movable property of the perpetrator but his immovable property as well – that is, the part of property passed from generation to generation as estate handed down within the family.\textsuperscript{251} Confiscation of property was imposed as independent punishment in case the family or the clan exercised the (in this case unauthorised) option of blood feud against the person who killed a thief caught in the act or cast off a wife caught in adultery.\textsuperscript{252}

Conclusions

This paper first dealt with the issues of criminal law. In early medieval German laws we cannot find dogmatic distinction between criminal and private law – yet, we have been able to establish that \textit{Volksrechte} are basically the products of ‘punitive’ lawmaking. In the light of all that we tried to systematically outline the chapter of ‘general provisions’, ‘special provisions’ and the system of sanctions of \textit{Lex Baiuvariorum}.
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